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BASIC EQUIPMENT

 

 1. Hydraulic bed with compass system.

 2. Maximum load permitted: 230kg.

 3. Base made up of four separate ABS modules.

 4. Base plane operating lever using a gas spring 

mechanism.

 5. Wheels with a diameter of 150 mm.

 6. Protective bumpers.

 7. ABS base tilting system.

 8. Four supports for serum holder bar and crank.

 9. Mattress stops.

 10. Central braking system.

 11. Multi-directional wheel.

 12. Bilateral accessory holder.

 13. 8 hooks for immobilisation straps.

ACCESSORIES

 1. Urine bag support (REF. CHA20).

 2. Crank (REF. CHA17).

 3. Drip rod (REF CHA15).

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

 1. Collapsible metal rails (REF. CHV50).

 2. ABS split side rails (REF. CHV53).

 3. Integrated bed extension (+15cm).

 4. Fifth wheel (REF. CHV 24).

 5. X-ray support (REF. CHV26).

EVOQUE bed
The hospital bed that nurses like 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

External dimension   215 x 96cm

Patient surface dimension  208 x 87cm

Height elevation  45 - 76,5cm

Trunk plane inclination  70º

Leg plane inclination  45º

Bed weight without accessories  150kg

Maximum bed load  230kg

Bed extension  +- 15cm

BUREAU VERITAS ECO-LABEL
ISO 14001

IBV CE
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Bilateral control
for activating the back and leg rest.

Bumpers made of rubber 
on all four corners of the bed.

Central braking system
with Ø 150mm wheels.

Our high quality products reduce cleaning time
by up to 30%.
Their smooth surfaces and detachable panels 
permit fast, easy cleaning and
decontamination.

EASY TO CLEAN

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM

The height of the Evoque bed can be adjusted using a 
bilateral pedal.  The range of heights is between 45cm. and 
76.5cm.
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The fi fth wheel allows the 
bed to be turned, which 
reduces the effort required
to move it. 

EASE OF MOVEMENT



The EVOQUE bed has been developed to achieve correct
functionality, ergonomics and design.

Ergonomic bed head and foot boards to facilitate 
the manoeuvring of the bed. The material used 
is compliant with all hygiene and maintenance 
requirements.

4 separate ABS rails.

Hydraulic height adjustment.

4 bumpers at the corners.

EVOQUE bed
The hospital bed that nurses like 

Integrated bed extension:
integrated mechanical bed 
extension system of up to 15cm 
(optional).

Rail collapsing system
that is easy to control .

It reduces the physical effort required 
to move the patients. 

The new EVOQUE bed systems make 
it possible to speed up the patient 
improvement process thanks to its 
advanced ergonomic design which 
increases their autonomy and 
mobility.

NEW SAFETY LEGISLATION REQUIREMENTS

In accordance with the EN 60 601-2-52 standard regulating 
electric beds, the rails must ensure that the risk of the head, 
neck or limbs being trapped is reduced, in order to prevent 
accidents that are lethal for the patient.

The four split rails allow for individual access to the patient.

Collapsible metal rails.

Split lateral rails with no incorporated controls.

RAILS
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